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Condominium Name: Woodland Court

Condominium Number: 7520358

Property Address: 441 Switzer Drive, Hinton AB, T7U 1Z7

Property Details: 7 buildings comprised of townhouses

Construction Date: 1970

Year End: May-31

7 stucco & brick buildings with total of 40 townhouses.  

The current balance of the reserve fund study was determined to be $241,958.00 as of May 31, 2020.  The projected reserve fund balance for the
reserve fund report was determined to be $241,958 as of January 1, 2021.  For 2021 the reserve fund contribution should be set to $48,000 per year
and should be increased by 3.00% every year after.

The reserve is relatively well funded.  The property is now 50 years old and some of the building components are still original and thus are nearing the
end of their expected life.  In order to avoid a large increase to the reserve contribution, we are recommending to maintain and extend rather than take
on large capital replacement projects if possible.

Expenditures

Closing Balance

Special Assessments

Note that the replacement and repairs of any component can be deferred based on condition of the component in question.



Note that the replacement and maintenance of any component can be deferred based on condition of the component in question.

The following report is one option among many to fund a reserve for the property that will allow for adequate maintenance and replacement of
common property. 

The reserve projections are determined by ensuring the balance of the reserve fund does not run a deficit. 

The findings of the report are submitted by,

Steven Laidlaw, P.Eng.
President
Reserve Plus

2.0  INTRODUCTION
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2.1  BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The Board of Directors for condominium corporation number 7520358 has authorized Reserve Plus to complete a Reserve Fund Study on behalf of
the owners. The construction started on the property in 1970 and the buildings are assumed to be 50 years old. The basic age of the components was
determined to be in the order of 50 years with necessary adjustments made.

The Reserve Study is to be used as a budgeting tool which helps identify the current state of a condominiums reserve fund by physically inspecting all
applicable assets that fall under the scope of the condominiums reserve. The dollar amounts associated with these assets are projections based off of
the data available to Reserve Plus and are set to provide a realistic timeline and budget for when reserve components need to be replaced or
repaired. 

During the review of the property, the condition of each component was visually analyzed and the remaining life of the component was determined.
The associated replacement and/or maintenance cost of each component was then determined. To help in this process, the following documents were
made available,

2015 Don Myhre RFS
Financials provided by Hallmark Management 
Condo Board Interview
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2.2  QUALIFICATIONS

3.0  STANDARD LIMITING CONDITIONS

Steven Laidlaw, P.Eng.
President

Credentials

University of Calgary Mechanical Engineering Degree
(2006), APEGA Registered Member

Experience

5 Years of Industrial Auditing Experience, Condominium
Owner, Vice President of Condo Board of Directors, Author
of 150+ Reserve Fund Studies

Mr. Laidlaw’s qualifications as a reserve fund planner are
based on Education and Experience in the field of reserve
fund planning. In 2006, Steven received a Bachelor of Science
in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Calgary.

Steven has been involved in the real estate industry for the
past four years and has focused his experience on reserve
fund planning. In addition to his real estate experience, Steven
has five years of industrial auditing experience in the oil and
gas industry which has included maintenance planning and
failure prevention.

The timelines that have been used are based on manufacturer and supplier estimated lifetimes. Visual inspection of current condition along with the
current age of the various components has been used to predict the remaining life of each component. Different levels and quality of ongoing
maintenance will decrease or extend these estimated timelines. The site map along with actual measurement was used to obtain the quantities of
material that would be required. In the event that measurement was not practical, a calculated estimate was used. The cost to replace or maintain is
an industry estimate. Based on service and manufacturer costs may be greater or less than quoted.

Data for this report was compiled from the following sources:
Onsite visual inspection conducted on June 1, 2020
2015 Don Myhre RFS
Financials provided by Hallmark Management 
Condo Board Interview

It is important to note that during the site visit only visual analysis was conducted and there were no invasive or destructive tests performed. The
reserve study assumes that all components will be properly maintained during the scope of the study and does not guarantee the life expectancies
and cost estimates of each component. As well, data provided in this study will become less reliable with time. It is an Alberta legal requirement that a
new study including a visual inspection and financial update be completed at intervals no longer than 5 years.
It should be noted that Regulation 168/2000 specifies that a capital repair is not to be considered an improvement as long it was accounted for in the
most recent study done by the corporation. Section 38 (2) of the Act specifies that in the case of any other capital improvement the use of reserve fund
money must be authorized by special resolution of owners. As an example, funding shown would normally be to replace a fence with the same
material and footprint. An improved material or larger footprint would have to be accounted for at the time of the study that was in effect or any extra
cost should be paid from a source other than the reserve. If reserve money was to be used for an improvement not shown in the study, it is specified
that it must be surplus to the needs shown in the study and authorized by special resolution of owners.

4.0  BUILDING COMPONENTS

Each component owned by the corporation that falls under the responsibility of the reserve fund is evaluated during the study.  The following section of
the reserve fund study outlines the health of each component using a poor, average, excellent rating system.  

The rating system gives a quick reference as to the current health of a component with poor requiring immediate maintenance or replacement, while
excellent requiring no action items for the foreseeable future.  This rating system is determined by comparing the expected life of a component with the
current life and making necessary adjustments based off of the visual inspection.   

Where applicable additional notes in regards to the health of the component or recommendations to help prolong the life of the component are
included.



4.1  CAULKING

Material:  Silicon

30 1 2021Replacement $5,000

15 15 $2,5002035Maintenance

DESCRIPTION

Caulking is both the process and material used to seal joints and seams between unlike materials.  Exposure to several different
weather conditions lead to the breakdown of the seal that caulking provides.  When replacing the caulking it is recommended that only
high quality materials should be used to ensure leak proof seals.  The previous sealant should be completely removed to allow for an
adequate surface for the new application to be applied to.

The design life of the caulking is normally 15 years.  Periodic inspections of the caulking should be conducted to ensure the product is
not cracking.

Design Life Remaining Life Service Year Cost

While onsite, there were a several gaps, cracks, and holes in the stucco, brick, and window mounts.  A 1 time caulking repair expense
has been allocated in year 1 to make these repairs.  After that a smaller maintenance budget has been provided to fix up and repair.
 As well caulking should be redone at time of window and door replacement.COMMENTS

Expected Life Remaining

Current Condition

4.2  DECORATIVE ENTRY ROOVES

Material:  asphalt shingles and painted wood  (80 units)

50 1 2021Replacement $40,000

10 1 $2,5002021Maintenance

DESCRIPTION

The entrances are covered by decorative roofs or canopies.  The front entrances are covered by fake balconies or peaked rooves
while the rear entrances are covered by sloped rooves.
At the time of inspection the condition of the rooves was determined to be poor. The design life of these rooves can range from 25-50
years and requires very little maintenance. The roofing should be replaced at time of roof replacement and the wooden structure
should be painted at time of painting the wooden siding. A replacement budget should be considered to account for eventual
replacement or upgrade to new material. 

Design Life Remaining Life Service Year Cost

The condo board has indicated that they plan to refinish these rooves with aluminum cladding.  A budget has been provide to for the
upgrade to cladding in year 1.  As well, a rolling $2500 budget has been provided to account for painting the wooden structures
associated with these rooves.COMMENTS
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Expected Life Remaining

Current Condition



4.3  EAVESTROUGHS AND DOWNSPOUTS

Material:  Aluminum  (4,260 lin ft.)

30 11 2031Replacement $45,000

DESCRIPTION

There are downspouts and eavestroughs found on the property.  Together these Component channel water away from the exterior of
the building and in turn reducing the likelihood of  moisture entering the foundation.  Typically these products are made of extruded
aluminum or a UPVC style product and have similar life expectancy.  These products are installed beneath the edge of the roof line
and are attached to the building.  When water staining begins to appear on the exterior cladding where the eavestroughs and/or
downspouts should be moving water from the Component should be inspected.

The design life of eavestroughs and downspouts  is normally 30 years.  Periodic reviews and inspections of the eavestroughs and
downspouts are recommended to determine when maintenance is required.

Design Life Remaining Life Service Year Cost

Eaves and downspouts appear to be in fairly good condition.  A replacement budget has been provided in year 11.  If possible,
maintain and extend as long as reasonable.

COMMENTS

Expected Life Remaining

Current Condition

4.4  EXTERIOR DOORS

Material:  Steel  (80 units)

25 16 2036Replacement $80,000

DESCRIPTION

There are doors of various sizes found on the property.  While doors require little upkeep, all exterior solutions require some care and
maintenance to keep them in good working order.  Doors can come in a variety of materials which can include but are not limited to
wood, steel, fiberglass, aluminum and glass (patio doors).

Doors are designed to prevent moisture for entering and providing a insulated buffer from the exterior elements.  When a door is failing
to provide the necessary barrier replacement or maintenance should be considered.  

Doors typically have a design life of 30 years and require maintenance which may include weather-stripping replacement, hardware...

Design Life Remaining Life Service Year Cost

Doors appear to be in good condition.  As long as the the seals, hinges, and knobs remain effective, the life can be extended.  Doors
may also be replaced for aesthetic reasons.  A replacement budget has been provided in year 16

COMMENTS
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Expected Life Remaining

Current Condition



4.5  FOUNDATION

Material:  Concrete

DESCRIPTION

A foundation is the lower portion of a building structure that carries the load of the house.  Foundations are constructed of concrete
and ensure the structural stability of the house as well as a waterproofing for the basement.  Foundations are virtually maintenance
free, but inspection is recommended to ensure the component is not forming large cracks or faults.  Large cracks should be addressed
to ensure the foundation provides the necessary waterproofing and more importantly the structural stability required.

The design life of the foundation should last the life of the project.

Design Life Remaining Life Service Year Cost

There have been instances of foundations leaking causing basement flooding.  This is most likely more of an issue due to drainage
around the buildings rather than the foundation itself.  Ensure that water drains away from the foundation and if ground, asphalt, or
concrete settles causing water pooling or drainage towards the building, corrective action should be taken.COMMENTS

Expected Life Remaining

Current Condition

4.6  ROOF - ASPHALT SHINGLE

Material:  Asphalt shingle  (32,000 sq. ft.)

25 16 2036Replacement $320,000

DESCRIPTION

The roof is constructed of a asphalt shingle system. There are traditionally two types of base materials used to make asphalt shingles
they are (1) organic base and (2) fiberglass base.
Asphalt shingles can be designed for varying conditions depending on the environment they are exposed to so it is important the
correct style is selected for the expected conditions. The design life of asphalt shingles will normally last 25 years.  Replacement of the
roof is not recommended until the material is considered incompetent. 

In many cases the roof is the largest single expenditure a condominium corporation encounters.  Thus, it is a recommended best
practice to have the roof inspected every few years by a professional roof inspector to ensure the roof is maintained properly.  If at...

Design Life Remaining Life Service Year Cost

Shingles were replaced in 2010.  They appear to be in fair condition.  A replacement budget has been allocated for year 16.

COMMENTS
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Expected Life Remaining

Current Condition



4.7  SIDING - BRICK

Material:  Brick  (9,250 sq. ft.)

12 10 $18,5002030Maintenance

DESCRIPTION

The exterior of the building is finished with a brick vaneer.  Bricks are a high strength material that is traditionally manufactured using a
clay composite and adheres to the building using a mortar.  Brick is a very durable product and is not effected by freeze-thaw cycles
during the winter.  Proper installation is required to ensure the brick provides a waterproof seal, specifically the mortar needs to be
applied to a prepared surface to avoid cracking, bond failure which can lead to moisture issues.

The design life of a brick cladding will normally last 50 years with routine maintenance which would include cleaning and repointing of
cracked or damaged mortar lines.  Periodic reviews and inspections of the brick cladding should be conducted to ensure the product is
performing as expected.

Design Life Remaining Life Service Year Cost

The brick exterior appeared to be in good condition.  A maintenance and repair budget has been provided and it has been assumed
that with maintenance and repair, the life of the bricks can be extended indefintely.

COMMENTS

Expected Life Remaining

Current Condition

4.8  SIDING - STUCCO

Material:  Stucco  (18,500 sq. ft.)

12 1 $18,5002021Maintenance

DESCRIPTION

The exterior of the building is finished with stucco.  Traditional stucco siding is made up of cement, sand, lime and water mixture.  A
wire mesh is nailed to the side of the housing over top of a waterproof membrane and then typically three coats of stucco are applied
over the wire mesh.  One of the biggest issues with stucco is that it will shrink and crack in climates that experience large swings in
ambient temperature.  Over time water will penetrate the crack and moisture will penetrate the subsurface the stucco is protecting.

The design life of stucco will normally last 50 years with routine maintenance, which would include crack repairing and repainting.
 Periodic reviews and inspections of the stucco should be conducted to ensure the stucco is performing as expected.

Design Life Remaining Life Service Year Cost

The stucco on the property is showing some signs of deterioration.  As long as the substructure behind is not being compromised, the
stucco can likely be repaired/maintained and extended rather than replaced.  A repair budget has been provided in year 1 for hole and
crack filling and other necessary repair.COMMENTS
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Expected Life Remaining

Current Condition



4.9  SIDING - WOOD

Material:  Wood  (3,250 sq. ft.)

40 1 2021Replacement $39,000

DESCRIPTION

The exterior of the building is finished with wood.  Traditional wood siding comes in a variety of wood types with cedar and redwood
being the most common because they are decay-resistant.  Wood siding needs a fairly extensive maintenance budget because routine
staining/painting needs to be completed in order to ensure limited wood cracking, warping and rotting.  If the material is allowed to
crack, warp or rot then over time water will penetrate the crack and moisture will penetrate the subsurface the wood is protecting.

The design life of wood siding will normally last 40 years, but with routine maintenance which includes repairs and repainting/restaining
the life of the component can be extended.  

Design Life Remaining Life Service Year Cost

The condo board plans to replace the wood siding and trim with galvanized cladding.  The wood is currently in quite poor condition and
requires repair and painting.  A budget has been provided in year 1.

COMMENTS

Expected Life Remaining

Current Condition

4.10  SOFFIT - ALUMINUM

Material:  Aluminium  (4,500 lin ft.)

30 21 2041Replacement $45,000

DESCRIPTION

There are soffits found on the property.  Soffits serve both as an aesthetic and function purpose for a buildings roofing system.  Soffits
protect the roof rafters from the weather elements and reduce the likelihood of mold buildup and rotting of the roofing beams.  Soffits
are constructed of several different types of materials which include but are not limited to wood, aluminum and vinyl.  When the
material is beginning to fail sagging is typically noted and replacement is needed.

The design life of the soffits is normally 30 years and can be extended if not damaged when working around them.

Design Life Remaining Life Service Year Cost

Eaves and downspouts were last replaced in 2010.  Some of the downspouts at ground level have been damaged or crushed and will
need to be replaced.  Otherwise, the eaves and downspouts are in good condition.  A replacement budget has been provided in year
21.COMMENTS
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Expected Life Remaining

Current Condition



4.11  WINDOWS

Material:  Vinyl  (280 units)

30 20 2040Replacement $140,000

DESCRIPTION

There are windows of various sizes found on the property.  While windows require little upkeep, all exterior solutions require some care
and maintenance to keep them in good working order.  Wood windows are typically covered with extruded aluminum, PVC or
fiberglass. While vinyl windows are largely constructed of high quality extruded PVC.  Windows are designed to prevent moisture for
entering and providing a insulated buffer from the exterior elements.  When a window is failing to provide the necessary barrier
replacement should be considered.

Both vinyl and wood windows have a design life of 30 years.  The vinyl product is virtually maintenance free, while the wooden product
requires painting/restaining.

Design Life Remaining Life Service Year Cost

The 2nd level windows were replaced in 2006, and 2009 and the living room windows are original to the building. Because the
windows have been replaced in phases and have a span of ages, the budget has been cut in half $280,000 to $140,000. The windows
will have a phases placement plan with the living room windows replaced within the next five years. The remaining windows will be
replaced in Year 20, as the windows will have reach their expected service life.

COMMENTS

Expected Life Remaining

Current Condition

4.12  ASPHALT

Material:  Asphalt  (52,500 sq. ft.)

5 5 $20,0002025Maintenance

DESCRIPTION

There is asphalt pavement found on the property. Asphalt is a composite material composed of a mineral aggregate which is installed
in compact layers.  Many factors can cause premature aging, but the single largest culprit is the frequent freeze-thaw cycles during
winter.

Maintenance work includes sealing cracks, leveling foundations where the soil or pavement has settled unevenly, or a preservation
treatment to postpone asphalts natural aging process.  All methods are cost effective.  When asphalt is in need of more extensive
repair the surface is removed and a new surface is rolled...

Design Life Remaining Life Service Year Cost

Woodlands court has a very large amount of asphalt on the property.  The asphalt is in fair condition.  A rolling maintenance budget
has been included rather than a replacement budget which would be in the range of $300k.  The asphalt can likely be maintained and
extended indefinitely.COMMENTS
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Expected Life Remaining

Current Condition



4.13  CONCRETE

Material:  Concrete  (5,250 sq. ft.)

12 9 $10,0002029Maintenance

DESCRIPTION

There is non structural concrete found on the property.  Concrete is a composite material composed of course aggregate bonded
together with a fluid cement that hardens when cured.  To replace the concrete on the property the existing concrete needs to be
excavated, necessary forms needed to be constructed and then the new concrete is poured.  Concrete can be damaged due to
uneven soil settlement, freeze-thaw cycles and shallow tree roots.  Once the damaged concrete is deemed a safety risk or
aesthetically unpleasant the section should be repaired/replaced.
The design life of concrete is typically 25 years if used under normal load.  The concrete does not need to be replaced unless the
component is deemed a safety risk.  Due to the unlikely nature of having to replace all the concrete at the same time a maintenance
budget is recommended to ensure funds are available when the material needs to be repaired/replaced.

Design Life Remaining Life Service Year Cost

The majority of the concrete pads were replaced in 2018.  A rolling maintenance budget has been provided to ensure that fund are
available to to repair and replace as necessary.  No replacement budget has been included because concrete will be repair or replaced
as required rather than in a single project.COMMENTS

Expected Life Remaining

Current Condition

4.14  CONCRETE STAIRS

Material:  Concrete  (40 units)

30 1 2021Replacement $20,000

DESCRIPTION

There is non structural concrete found on the property.  Concrete is a composite material composed of course aggregate bonded
together with a fluid cement that hardens when cured.  To replace the concrete on the property the existing concrete needs to be
excavated, necessary forms needed to be constructed and then the new concrete is poured.

Concrete can be damaged due to uneven soil settlement, freeze-thaw cycles and shallow tree roots.  Once the damaged concrete is
deemed a safety risk or aesthetically unpleasant the section should be repaired/replaced. 

The design life of concrete is typically 25 years if used under normal load.  The concrete does not need to be replaced unless the...

Design Life Remaining Life Service Year Cost

The concrete stairs have settling and drainage issues.  A budget has been included to lift, replace, and repair as necessary.  This
budget has been set for 2020 as the board plans to make these repairs this year.

COMMENTS
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Expected Life Remaining

Current Condition



4.15  CONCRETE WALKWAY

Material:  Concrete  (5,500 sq. ft.)

8 6 $2,7502026Maintenance

DESCRIPTION

There are concrete walkways found on the property.  Concrete is a composite material composed of course aggregate bonded
together with a fluid cement that hardens when cured.  To replace the concrete on the property the existing concrete needs to be
excavated, necessary forms needed to be constructed and then the new concrete is poured.  Concrete can be damaged due to
uneven soil settlement, freeze-thaw cycles and shallow tree roots.  Once the damaged concrete is deemed a safety risk or
aesthetically unpleasant the section should be repaired/replaced.
The design life of concrete is typically 25 years if used under normal load.  The concrete does not need to be replaced unless the
component is deemed a safety risk.

Design Life Remaining Life Service Year Cost

Concrete walkways are in fair condition.  No need to replace until sections start failing.  A rolling maintenance budget has been
provided for replacements as necessary to concrete walkways.

COMMENTS

Expected Life Remaining

Current Condition

4.16  ELECTRICAL, GAS AND WATER

Material:  N/A  (160 units)

15 1 $14,4002021Maintenance

DESCRIPTION

On the property there were miscellaneous electrical, gas and water Component found on the property.  These items include electrical
outlets, lighting fixtures, water hookups and natural gas hookups.  The light fixtures will wear when exposed to the environment and
potential replacement may be necessary if damaged when working around them.  The electrical outlets, water hookups and natural
gas hookups will not deteriorate and only require replacement when they stop functioning as expected (i.e. leaking).

A fund should be set aside for replacement and repairs of all these Component.  These Component normally last the life of the
projects, but a maintenance fund should be allocated to allow for replacement when necessary.

Design Life Remaining Life Service Year Cost

The light fixtures are starting to get dated and they are no longer reliable.  The condo board indicated that a budget for replacement
should be provided in 2020.

COMMENTS
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Expected Life Remaining

Current Condition



4.17  FENCE - WOOD

Material:  Wood  (2,250 lin ft.)

16 16 2036Replacement $35,000

DESCRIPTION

There is a wood fence found on the property.  Traditional wood fences comes in a variety of wood styles (cedar, redwood, etc.) and
should be pressure treated to help the wood withstand the elements and wards off pest/microorganism decay.  Painting or restaining of
the fencing is required to help limit the cracking, warping and rotting which is commonly found in wood fences.  An adequate
maintenance budget is recommended to ensure the wood is properly sealed and any deficiencies are corrected.

The design life of a wood fence is typically 15 years and funds should be set aside for replacement of the fence at this time.  The fence
does not need to be replaced unless there a structural concerns.

Design Life Remaining Life Service Year Cost

Wood fences were all replaced in 2019.  They are in good condition and are expected to last at least 15 years.

COMMENTS

Expected Life Remaining

Current Condition

4.18  LANDSCAPING

Material:  Landscaping  (1 units)

5 5 $1,5002025Maintenance

DESCRIPTION

There are landscaped areas found on the property.  Landscaping includes soft scaping elements such as trees, shrubs, flowers and
grass.  These elements will need to be maintained, replaced and removed over the years depending on the condition of the element.

If well maintained the trees, shrubs and grass will last the life of the project.  A maintenance budget should be set aside for continued
maintenance and improvement to the landscaped areas.

Design Life Remaining Life Service Year Cost

The landscaping is in relatively good condition.  A rolling budget has been provided to account for replacement or arborist costs.

COMMENTS
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Expected Life Remaining

Current Condition



4.19  RAILING - WOODS

Material:  Wood

DESCRIPTION

There are wood balcony railings on the property.  Traditional wood comes in a variety of styles (cedar, redwood, etc.) and should be
pressure treated to help the wood withstand the elements and wards off pest/microorganism decay.

Painting or restaining of the wood is required to help limit the cracking, warping and rotting which is commonly found in wood.  Due to
weather exposure, an adequate maintenance budget is recommended to ensure the wood is properly sealed and any deficiencies are
corrected. 

The design life of a wood is typically 15 years and funds should be set aside for replacement of the wood at this time.  The wood...

Design Life Remaining Life Service Year Cost

The wood railings were replaced with the fence. No additional budget.

COMMENTS

Expected Life Remaining

Current Condition

4.20  SHED

Material:  Wood  (1 units)

10 -4 $1,5002016Maintenance

DESCRIPTION

There is a maintenance shed found on the property.  The walls and doors are wood and the roof is asphalt shingles.

A small maintenance budget for roofing, painting, and repair should be allocated.

Design Life Remaining Life Service Year Cost

The shed is fair condition   A small rolling budget has been included to account for basic repair and maintenance.

COMMENTS
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Expected Life Remaining

Current Condition



4.21  UNDERGROUND UTILITIES

Material:  Utilities  (1 units)

15 13 $2,5002033Maintenance

DESCRIPTION

Some utility services on the property are owned by the condominium corporation and are the responsibility of the corporation.  Cable,
Telephone, Electrical, Gas, Water and Sewage components (i.e. pipes, transformers, etc.) should last the life of the project.  

Although these components should last the life of the project, an adequate reserve fund should be maintained to help offset any
potential dig and repair costs that may occur.

Design Life Remaining Life Service Year Cost

A small rolling dig and repair budget has been included.

COMMENTS

Expected Life Remaining

Current Condition

4.22  RESERVE FUND STUDY

Material:  Report  (1 units)

5 5 2025Replacement $3,000

DESCRIPTION

A reserve fund study is a budgeting tool which helps identify the current state of a condominiums reserve fund by physically inspecting
all applicable assets that fall under the scope of the condominiums reserve.

The Alberta Condominium Property  Act and Regulations state that a new reserve fund study must be completed every 5 years.

Design Life Remaining Life Service Year Cost
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Expected Life Remaining

Current Condition



5.0 Reserve Fund Forecast

5.1 Components

All reserve components are listed below and the current age, design life, remaining life, replacement year and current cost to replace are listed.
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1Caulking 30 $5,000 1 15 15 $2,50030

1Decorative Entry Rooves 50 $40,000 10 10 1 $2,50050

11Eavestroughs and Downspouts 20 $45,00030

16Exterior Doors 10 $80,00025

Foundation

16Roof - Asphalt Shingle 10 $320,00025

Siding - Brick 3 12 10 $18,500

Siding - Stucco 12 12 1 $18,500

1Siding - Wood 40 $39,00040

21Soffit - Aluminum 10 $45,00030

20Windows 11 $140,00030

Asphalt 1 5 5 $20,000

Concrete 4 12 9 $10,000

1Concrete Stairs 30 $20,00030

Concrete Walkway 3 8 6 $2,750

Electrical, Gas and Water 15 15 1 $14,400

16Fence - Wood 1 $35,00016

Landscaping 1 5 5 $1,500

Railing - Woods

Shed 15 10 -4 $1,500

Underground Utilities 3 15 13 $2,500

5Reserve Fund Study 1 $3,0005

Replacement Maintenance

Component Age Life Cycle Year Cost Age Life Cycle Year Cost
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5.2 CASH FLOW PROJECTION

The 30 year cash flow projection documents the estimated contributions and expenditures for the reserve fund over the next 30 years.  The document
outlines the yearly expenditures, opening balances, yearly contributions, return on savings and the average monthly condominium fees per unit.

Year Expenditures

The year expenditures are the total of all the reserve fund expenditures for a given year.  It is assumed that the expenditures outlined by the
reserve study are made at the beginning of each year.

Opening Balance

The opening balance is the cash resources available to the condominium corporation at the beginning of each year.

Year Contribution

The year contribution is the amount of money that is being contributed to the reserve fund.

Return on Savings

The return on savings is the amount of money the available cash resources will accumulate in interest assuming an interest rate of 1%

Closing Balance

The closing balance is the amount of available cash resources at the end of the fiscal year.

Average Monthly Fees per Unit

The average cost of the monthly condominium fees that should be allocated to the reserve fund for each unit.

Inflation Rate

The inflation rate used to calculate future cost of reserve fund component replacement costs is 3.00%



2021 January$139,400

Opening Balance:

$48,000

$151,824

$100

$241,958

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...

2022 January $0

Opening Balance:

$49,440

$203,029

$103

$151,824

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...

2023 January$0

Opening Balance:

$50,923

$256,237

$106

$203,029

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...

2024 January $0

Opening Balance:

$52,451

$311,513

$109

$256,237

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...

2025 January$168,402

Opening Balance:

$54,024

$198,836

$113

$311,513

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...
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Caulking: $5,000

Concrete Stairs: $20,000

Decorative Entry... $42,500

Electrical, Gas and... $14,400

Siding - Stucco: $18,500

Siding - Wood: $39,000

Expected Expenditures

5.2 Timeline

Asphalt: $23,185

Landscaping: $1,739

Reserve Fund Study: $3,478

Windows: $140,000

Expected Expenditures



2026 January$5,075

Opening Balance:

$55,645

$251,622

$116

$198,836

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...

2027 January $0

Opening Balance:

$57,315

$311,740

$119

$251,622

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...

2028 January$0

Opening Balance:

$59,034

$374,186

$123

$311,740

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...

2029 January $13,048

Opening Balance:

$60,805

$425,859

$127

$374,186

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...

2030 January$57,788

Opening Balance:

$62,629

$434,693

$130

$425,859

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...
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Concrete Walkway: $3,284

Shed: $1,791

Expected Expenditures

Concrete: $13,048

Expected Expenditures

Asphalt: $26,878

Landscaping: $2,016

Reserve Fund Study: $4,032

Siding - Brick: $24,862

Expected Expenditures



2031 January$65,751

Opening Balance:

$64,508

$437,462

$134

$434,693

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...

2032 January $0

Opening Balance:

$66,443

$508,612

$138

$437,462

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...

2033 January$30,839

Opening Balance:

$68,437

$551,330

$143

$508,612

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...

2034 January $4,160

Opening Balance:

$70,490

$623,484

$147

$551,330

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...

2035 January$42,065

Opening Balance:

$72,604

$660,200

$151

$623,484

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...

Decorative Entry... $3,461

Eavestroughs and... $62,291

Expected Expenditures

Siding - Stucco: $27,168

Underground Utilities: $3,671

Expected Expenditures

Concrete Walkway: $4,160

Expected Expenditures

Asphalt: $31,159

Caulking: $3,895

Landscaping: $2,337

Reserve Fund Study: $4,674

Expected Expenditures
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2036 January$723,562

Opening Balance:

$74,782

$11,420

$156

$660,200

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...

2037 January $0

Opening Balance:

$77,026

$88,946

$160

$11,420

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...

2038 January$0

Opening Balance:

$79,337

$169,568

$165

$88,946

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...

2039 January $0

Opening Balance:

$81,717

$253,389

$170

$169,568

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...

2040 January$297,105

Opening Balance:

$84,168

$40,452

$175

$253,389

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...
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Electrical, Gas and... $23,108

Exterior Doors: $128,377

Fence - Wood: $56,165

Roof - Asphalt Shingle: $513,506

Shed: $2,407

Expected Expenditures

Asphalt: $36,122

Landscaping: $2,709

Reserve Fund Study: $5,418

Windows: $252,856

Expected Expenditures



2041 January$106,967

Opening Balance:

$86,693

$20,179

$181

$40,452

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...

2042 January $40,717

Opening Balance:

$89,294

$68,997

$186

$20,179

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...

2043 January$0

Opening Balance:

$91,973

$162,120

$192

$68,997

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...

2044 January $0

Opening Balance:

$94,732

$258,947

$197

$162,120

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...

2045 January$90,032

Opening Balance:

$97,574

$268,665

$203

$258,947

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...
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Concrete: $18,603

Decorative Entry... $4,651

Soffit - Aluminum: $83,713

Expected Expenditures

Concrete Walkway: $5,269

Siding - Brick: $35,448

Expected Expenditures

Asphalt: $41,876

Landscaping: $3,141

Reserve Fund Study: $6,281

Siding - Stucco: $38,735

Expected Expenditures



2046 January$3,235

Opening Balance:

$100,501

$369,089

$209

$268,665

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...

2047 January $0

Opening Balance:

$103,516

$476,813

$216

$369,089

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...

2048 January$5,720

Opening Balance:

$106,622

$582,960

$222

$476,813

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...

2049 January $0

Opening Balance:

$109,821

$699,159

$229

$582,960

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...

2050 January$72,211

Opening Balance:

$113,115

$746,898

$236

$699,159

Expected Expenditures:

Annual Contributions:

Closing Balance:

Average Monthly per...
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Shed: $0

Expected Expenditures

Underground Utilities: $5,720

Expected Expenditures

Asphalt: $48,545

Caulking: $6,068

Concrete Walkway: $6,675

Landscaping: $3,641

Reserve Fund Study: $7,282

Expected Expenditures
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5.3 Forecast Tables

Year 3
2023 Component

Year 1
2021 

Year 4
2024 

Year 5
2025 

Year 2
2022 

Year 6
2026 

Year 7
2027 

Year 8
2028 

Year 9
2029 

Year 10
2030 

Year 11
2031 

Year 12
2032 

Year 13
2033 

Year 14
2034 

Year 15
2035 

$0Caulking $5,000 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,895

$0Decorative Entry Rooves $42,500 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,461 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Eavestroughs and Downspouts $0 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $62,291 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Exterior Doors $0 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Foundation $0 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Roof - Asphalt Shingle $0 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Siding - Brick $0 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $24,862 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Siding - Stucco $18,500 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $27,168 $0 $0

$0Siding - Wood $39,000 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Soffit - Aluminum $0 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Windows $0 $0 $140,000$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Asphalt $0 $0 $23,185$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $26,878 $0 $0 $0 $0 $31,159

$0Concrete $0 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $13,048 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Concrete Stairs $20,000 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Concrete Walkway $0 $0 $0$0 $3,284 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $4,160 $0

$0Electrical, Gas and Water $14,400 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Fence - Wood $0 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Landscaping $0 $0 $1,739$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,016 $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,337

$0Railing - Woods $0 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Shed $0 $0 $0$0 $1,791 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Underground Utilities $0 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,671 $0 $0

$0Reserve Fund Study $0 $0 $3,478$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $4,032 $0 $0 $0 $0 $4,674

Expenditures

Opening Balance

Contribution

Return on Savings

Closing Balance

Average Monthly per Unit

Special Assessment

$139,400

$241,958

$48,000

$1,266

$151,824

$100

$0

$151,824

$49,440

$1,765

$203,029

$103

$0

$203,029

$50,923

$2,285

$256,237

$106

$0

$256,237

$52,451

$2,825

$311,513

$109

$168,402

$311,513

$54,024

$1,701

$198,836

$113

$5,075

$198,836

$55,645

$2,216

$251,622

$116

$0

$251,622

$57,315

$2,803

$311,740

$119

$0

$311,740

$59,034

$3,413

$374,186

$123

$13,048

$374,186

$60,805

$3,915

$425,859

$127

$57,788

$425,859

$62,629

$3,994

$434,693

$130

$65,751

$434,693

$64,508

$4,012

$437,462

$134

$0

$437,462

$66,443

$4,707

$508,612

$138

$30,839

$508,612

$68,437

$5,120

$551,330

$143

$4,160

$551,330

$70,490

$5,824

$623,484

$147

$42,065

$623,484

$72,604

$6,177

$660,200

$151
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Year 18
2038 Component

Year 16
2036 

Year 19
2039 

Year 20
2040 

Year 17
2037 

Year 21
2041 

Year 22
2042 

Year 23
2043 

Year 24
2044 

Year 25
2045 

Year 26
2046 

Year 27
2047 

Year 28
2048 

Year 29
2049 

Year 30
2050 

$0Caulking $0 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $6,068

$0Decorative Entry Rooves $0 $0 $0$0 $4,651 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Eavestroughs and Downspouts $0 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Exterior Doors $128,377 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Foundation $0 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Roof - Asphalt Shingle $513,506 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Siding - Brick $0 $0 $0$0 $0 $35,448 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Siding - Stucco $0 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $38,735 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Siding - Wood $0 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Soffit - Aluminum $0 $0 $0$0 $83,713 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Windows $0 $0 $252,856$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Asphalt $0 $0 $36,122$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $41,876 $0 $0 $0 $0 $48,545

$0Concrete $0 $0 $0$0 $18,603 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Concrete Stairs $0 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Concrete Walkway $0 $0 $0$0 $0 $5,269 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $6,675

$0Electrical, Gas and Water $23,108 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Fence - Wood $56,165 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Landscaping $0 $0 $2,709$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,141 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,641

$0Railing - Woods $0 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Shed $2,407 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,235 $0 $0 $0 $0

$0Underground Utilities $0 $0 $0$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $5,720 $0 $0

$0Reserve Fund Study $0 $0 $5,418$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $6,281 $0 $0 $0 $0 $7,282

Expenditures

Opening Balance

Contribution

Return on Savings

Closing Balance

Average Monthly per Unit

Special Assessment

$723,562

$660,200

$74,782

$0

$11,420

$156

$0

$11,420

$77,026

$499

$88,946

$160

$0

$88,946

$79,337

$1,286

$169,568

$165

$0

$169,568

$81,717

$2,104

$253,389

$170

$297,105

$253,389

$84,168

$0

$40,452

$175

$106,967

$40,452

$86,693

$0

$20,179

$181

$40,717

$20,179

$89,294

$241

$68,997

$186

$0

$68,997

$91,973

$1,150

$162,120

$192

$0

$162,120

$94,732

$2,095

$258,947

$197

$90,032

$258,947

$97,574

$2,177

$268,665

$203

$3,235

$268,665

$100,501

$3,157

$369,089

$209

$0

$369,089

$103,516

$4,208

$476,813

$216

$5,720

$476,813

$106,622

$5,244

$582,960

$222

$0

$582,960

$109,821

$6,379

$699,159

$229

$72,211

$699,159

$113,115

$6,835

$746,898

$236


